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Abstract
In this paper we first prove that for any set points P in the plane,
the closest neighbor b to any point p in P is a proper triangle edge bp
in D(P), the Delaunay triangulation of P. We also generalize this result
and prove that the j’th (second, third, ..) closest neighbors bj to p are
also edges pbj in D(P) if they satisfy simple tests on distances from a
point. Even though we can find many of the edges in D(P) in this way
by looking at close neighbors, we give a three point example showing
that not all edges in D(P) can be found in this way. For a random
dataset we give results from test runs and a model that show that our
method finds on the average 4 edges per point in D(P). Also, we prove
that the Delaunay edges found in this way form a connected graph. We
use these results to outline two parallel algorithms for finding D(P).
Finally, we comment on using these theorems and solving the k’th
closest neighbors problem.

Keywords: Delaunay triangulation, closest neighbor, graph connectivity,
parallel triangulation, k closest neighbors problem.
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Introduction

Given a set of distinct points P=p1 , p2 , .., pn in the plane, not all on a single
straight line. A Delaunay triangulation D(P) of P is by definition such
that the circumscribed circle Cijk of any triangle pi pj pk in D(P) contains
no point from P in its interior and the points pi , pj and pk from P on its
circumference[1, 5, 8]. This is the empty circumscribing circle property. If
we use the procedure described in [4], D(P) is unique even if we have more
than three points on such circumscribing circles for the triangles in D(P).
It is also well known [5] that all two points a and b from P that can be
circumscribed by a circle with no points from P in its interior, is an edge
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ab in D(P). In this paper we will, when using this property, always consider
such circles Sab that contains a and b on its boundary and have ab as its
diameter - i.e. the smallest circumscribing circle for the points a and b.
Triangulated models, preferably using a Delaunay triangulation, are
important in many industrial applications; from interactive games to mapmaking and estimating the volume of gas and oil underground deposits. One
of us have made a Delaunay triangulated model for the seabed to calculate
the waves for an experimental wave power plant [3]
The theorems T0 and T1 stated below are new in the sence that they
have to the best of our knowledge never before been explissitly stated or
published in any textbook or paper[5, 8] and was also not mentioned in the
Delaunay article on Wikipedia [12] before we posted it on the 16th of June
2010. Theorems T2 and T3 are undisputedly new.
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The closest neighbor theorems

We will first prove theorem T0 where each point p has a unique closest
neighbor b. Then we will remove that assumption and formulate a more
general theorem T1 where we allow more than one closest neighbor to a
point. Finally we formulate and prove a theorem T2 which consider the
k’th closest neighbors to a point a, and have T0 and T1 as special cases.
Theorem T0. Let P be a set of points p1 , p2 , .. in the plane. Then, for all
p in P, where b in P is the unique closest neighbor to p, the line segment pb
is an edge in the Delaunay triangulation of P.
Proof. The closest point b to p defines a circle Cpb with p as its center, pb
as its radius, b on its perimeter and no point from P in its interior. By
definition, the circle Spb with pb as its diameter is contained in that circle
Cpb and since Spb contains no other point from P in its interior, then pb is
an edge of a triangle in D(P) (fig. 1a on the following page)
Theorem T1. Let P be a set of points p1 , p2 , .. in the plane. Then, for
all p in P, the line segments pbi , where b1 , b2 , .. in P are the equal closest
neighbors to p in P, are all edges in the Delaunay triangulation of P.
Proof. The distance to one of the equal closest points bi defines a circle Cpb
with p as its center and pb1 (= pb2 , ...) as its radius This circle has no point
from P in its interior. By definition the circles Spbi with pi b1 , pi b2 , ... as their
diameters, have all p on their boundaries. These circles are all contained
in the circle Cpb . Since the points bi are all distinct, they are all different
points on the perimeter of circle Cpb . The circles Spbi then contain no points
from P, nor any of the other points bi in their interior. Then all the line
segments pi bi , pi bi+1 are edges in the Delaunay triangulation of P. (fig. 1b
on the next page)
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(a) The circle Cpb with no interior points
and pb as radius totally contains the
circle Spb with pb as its diameter.

(b) The circle Cpb with no interior
points and pbi = pbi+1 as radius totally
including the circles Spb with pbi and
pbi+1 as their diameters.

Figure 1: Finding circles S with no interior points from P.
We will now generalize this result to all the k closest neighbors bi (i =
1, 2, .., k) of any point p and find a sufficient condition for any of these k
closest neighbors to p forming a Delaunay edge pbi .
Theorem T2. Let P be a set of points p1 , p2 , .. in the plane. Let bi (i =
1, 2, ..., k) in P be the k closest neighbors to a point p in P. Then pbi is an
edge in the Delaunay triangulation of P if none of the closer neighboring
points bj (j = 1, .., i − 1) are included in the circle Spbi with pbi as its
diameter.
Proof. The circle Spbi with pbi as its diameter is contained in the circle Cpbi .
with pbi as its radius Then the points bj (j = i − 1, i − 2, .., 1) are the only
points from P included in Cpbi because they are closer to p than bi . They
are then the only candidates from P to be included in Spbi . If we find that
none of them are included in Spbi , we have found an empty circle Spbi that
contains p and bi on its circumference. Then pbi is en edge in D(P) (fig 2a
on the following page)
A simple test if a point is included in a circle, is that its distance from
the circle center is smaller than the circle radius (fig 2a on the next page);
or computationally faster: if the squared distance is larger then the squared
circle radius. We also note that T2 is a generalization of T1 with k = 1,
because the closest point b1 has no closer points to test for if they are
included in circle Spb1 with b1 p as its diameter.
Theorem T2 does not find all Delaunay edges as demonstrated by (fig. 3a
on the following page). The reason for this is that we do not uses generalized
expanding search circles, but only circles with the two points as its diameter.
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Figure 2: A sufficient test for pbi is a Delaunay edge, where bi , the i’th
closest neighbor to p, is that the circle with pbi as its diameter contains
none of the i-1 closer neighbors to p.
In the next section we will however give experimental and theoretical results
showing that 2/3 of all edges can be found by applying T2.
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Figure 3: Example that not all Delaunay edges are found by T2. In the
triangle abc (with ∠c > 90), theorem T2 will from a find ac, from c find ca
and cb,and finally from b find bc. Edge ab is not found.
We also note that all edges are usually found twice, once from each
side - from a to b and from b to a. But of course, even if a is one of the
the closest neighbors to b, b need not be one of the the closest neighbors to a.

2.1

Some experimental and theoretical results

Theorem T2 was implemented in two short Java programs to investigate
three properties; 1) How many true Delaunay edges did it discover, 2) Was
it only that the closest neighbors or did further away neighbors contribute
to finding edges; and, finally: 3) How was the frequency of how many of the
edges were found per point — were there a small or large variation.
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We tested these three properties with random uniform distribution of
x-values and y-values independently for n = 100, 1000, 10000, 100000 and
500000 and in the first program we tested against all the other n − 1 points
in P, an O(n2 ) algorithm; In the second program we (only) tested against
the k closest neighbors for each point, an O(n) algorithm (k = 5, 10, 20 and
40) From table 1 we see that T2 determines 4 out of the average 6 neighbors
per point[5].

n=
All neighbors tested:
The 5 closest tested:
The 10 closest tested:
The 20 closest tested:
The 40 closest tested:

100
3,50
2,68
3,40
3,50
3,50

Avg. edges found per point
1000 10 000 100 000 500 000
3,86
3,96
3,99
4.00
2,72
2,71
2,72
2,72
3,61
3,66
3,67
3,68
3,84
3,93
3,95
3,96
3,86
3,96
3,99
4,00

Table 1. Average number of Delaunay edges found by theorem T2 per
point as a function of n, the number points in P on randomly drawn datasets;
and testing all, or only the 5, 10, 20 or 40 closest neighbors.
The reason that the number of edges found increases with n we interpret
as a consequence of the ratio of interior points to points on the convex hull
increases with n. Points on the convex hull have on the average only 4
edges in a full D(P) but interior points have 6 edges, It seems a good idea
to test at least the 40 closest neighbors, but that comes at steep execution
time penalty, testing (on a Dell E2400 laptop with a Intel Core 2 Duo 1,4
GHz CPU) the 5 closest neighbors does 105000 points per second, 10 closest
65000, and testing the 40 closest neighbors manages only 14000 points per
second. Testing all distances took approx.8 hours for 500000 points, or 17
points per second.
In table 2 we plotted the frequency by which the i’th closest neighbor b
were found as a Delaunay edge pbi , while we in table 3 give the distribution
of how many neighbors T2 found per point.
We can make a model for the results in tables 1 and 2. If we inspect
fig2, we observe that the area of circle C is 4 times as large as circle S since
C has twice its radius. The number of edges Nk we get if we inspect all k
nearest neighbors is then the sum of the probabilities that for i = 1, 2, .., k
that the i − 1 nearest neighbors are outside the circle Spbi , which has the
probability ( 34 )i−1 :
Nk =

k
X
1 − ( 34 )k
3
( )i−1 =
= 4, k → ∞
3
4
1
−
4
i=1

(1)

The test for which of the closest neighbors are found by T2 as Delaunay
edges, we only give results for n = 100, 1000 and 500000 from program 1
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where we tested all distances. The results from program 2, testing only the
40 closest distances and for other values of n, are very similar.

i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
..
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

% of the i’th nearest neighbor found as edge by T2
n = 100 n = 1000 n= 500000 Predicted by: ( 34 )(i−1)
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
72.00
75.50
75.00
75.00
54.00
55.30
56.13
56.25
43.00
43.20
42.29
42.19
27.00
30.80
31.71
31.64
16.00
23.20
23.85
23.73
8.00
15.60
17.72
17.80
10.00
11.10
13.29
13.35
7.00
8.30
9.91
10.01
4.00
6.20
7.50
7.51
3.00
5.00
5.55
5.63
..
..
..
..
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.07
0.08
0.05
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

Table 2. The percentage of the i’th closest neighbor bi from a point p
found as a Delaunay edge bi p by theorem T2 empirically for n = 100, 1000
and 500000, and compared with the model prediction of ( 34 )i−1 . Some lines
are left out for obvious reasons.
The reason that more neighbors are found for n = 500000 than for
n = 100 and n = 1000, we also here interpret by a higher proportion of
interior point as compared with points on the convex hull.
If we compare and contrast tables 2 and 3, we see that many of the closer
points are not found as Delaunay edges by T2, but that some far away points
can be included as edges. We also see in table 3 that for a few points, only
one edge is found by T2, i.e. its closest neighbor . We find no easy model
for the results in table 3. The result of finding t edges to a point, t > 1, can
be the result of many different selections of t − 1 of these edges from the
k’th nearest neighbors, each with different probabilities.
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Number of
neighbors found

%-age distribution of edges
found per point by T2
n = 100 n = 1000 n = 500000
1
1.0006
0.400
0.027
2
16.0000
7.500
4.488
3
32.0000
29.300
28.137
4
35.0000
38.500
39.095
5
15.0000
18.400
21.003
6
1.0000
4.700
6.012
7
1.100
1.085
8
0.100
0.138
9
0.014
10
0.001
Table 3. The distribution of the number of edges found per point in P by
theorem T2 by testing all distances.
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The connected graph theorem

We are now able to prove a theorem on the graph formed by T2.
Theorem T3. The undirected graph G constructed by T2 is connected if
we in T2 consider the at least n/2 closest neighbors to all points.
Proof. By contradiction, assume T3 false. Then for some dataset P, G can
be partitioned in two (or more) unconnected sub graphs A, B,... Let A
be the sub graph with the fewest members, say m. Measure the distances
from all points in A to the rest of G (G-A). Name the point in A a with the
shortest distance to a point in G-A. Call that point b. Consider the circle Sab
with ab as diameter. Sab can contain no other point; not c from A since then
cb would be an even shorter distance; and likewise not a point d from G-A,
since then ad would also be shorter than ab. Let A have t members, at most
n/2 by assumption. Then in theorem T2, when looking at the k closest
neighbors from a, then at least as the t’th closest point to a would have
discovered ab as a new Delaunay edge since t < n/2. This is a contradiction
since then A and some part of G-A would then be connected.
A note on the demand of checking the n/2, closest neighbors. It easy to
construct examples where that is necessary, say two clusters, each with n/2
points, far apart in the plane. In practice, however, a constant of inspecting
the 20 to 40 closest neighbors should suffice.
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Two almost full parallel algorithms for Delaunay
triangulation.

The work that inspired these results were attempts to parallelize Delaunay
triangulation on a computer with a multicore CPU (Intel Core 2 Quad
Q9550) with 4 cores and a massive parallel GPU of the SIMT(Single
Instruction Multiple Thread)–type with 240 processing elements (NVIDA
GTX285) [13].
The starting point was an efficient Delaunay triangulation algorithm [3]
from 1984 for a single CPU. The first step in that algorithm was to find the
convex hull. This can be parallelized, but is so fast compared with the rest
of the triangulation, that we didn’t consider it in a first version. As a second
step, all data points were sorted (bucket-sort) into a grid of boxes with an
expected constant, say 4 data points per box (Fig. 4a on the next page).
This speeds up access to all points close to a given point, in the sense that
the number of points we have to test for a certain property, say included
in a circle, is reduced dramatically from n points down to a small, constant
number. This improved the rest of the algorithm from a O(n2 ) algorithm
to an expected O(n) algorithm. Cached memory has in the last 25 years or
so also increased the need for localized access [10].
The sorting phase is also kept as a sequential step and is not parallelized,
also here because it is much faster than the triangulation. In the current
implementations it is one or two walk through of the dataset (only one if we
have the maximum and minimum x- and y-values before we start).
The rest of the algorithm, the triangulation, is definitely the most time
consuming stage, We made first parallel algorithms for the muliticore CPU.
It was a straight forward exercise with a speedup of 2.6 on 4 cores. Our
second attempt, to parallelize the algorithm on the GPU was, however, not
successfull. The triangulation phase was totally rewritten in C and run on
the CUDA platform with assumed efficient use of the different memories
(shared, global and constant) of the GPU.
Actually, we got a significant speeddown, compared with the sequential
CPU implementation. Our analysis is that this is the result of the many
branching points in the code. If we start a thread for each point in P, find
the closest neighbor, and start calculations of the angles to find the next
edge, code with a lot of tests are executed. If one of these tests branches,
31 other threads that executes the same code on other data are no longer
executed in parallel until the branched code is completed. Basically, the if—
tests almost stop the parallel execution. And since each processing element
is 2-3 times slower than a CPU core, the speeddown was in afterthough not
surprising — we were not able to follow the SIMT programming paradigm.
We can then sketch two parallel algorithms, efficient for multicore CPUs,
based on T1 or T2. This would be unique Dalaunay triangulations now the
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Figure 4: Bucket sorting of the dataset into boxes such that there is an
expected small, constant number of points per box. This makes search for
the k closest neighbors and a full Delaunay search for neighbors for each
point local, an expected constant time operation - i.e. O(1) per point.
co circular case has been given a solution [4].
Algorithm 1 (steps 3.4 performed in parallel) based on T1:
1. Sort data points into a grid of boxes as in fig, 4.
2. Find the convex hull of P.
3. For each point pi , find a closest neighbor bi , and hence a Delaunay
edge pi bi .
4. With pi bi as a starting edge, find the other edges (and hence triangles)
for point pi counter clockwise round pi , using an ’ordinary’ Delaunay
triangulation algorithm.
Algorithm 2 (steps 3-4 performed in parallel) based on T2:
1. Sort data points P into a grid of boxes as in fig 4.
2. Find the convex hull of P.
3. For each point pi , find as many edges from pi using theorem T2.
4. Use a Delaunay triangulation algorithm for constraint Delaunay
triangulation [7, 6, 8] to find the (on the average two) edges not found
by T2,
5. Sort the points fond counter clockwise round pi .
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(a) The Circle Cpb2 with p1 as an interior point (b) The Circle Cpb2 with p1 as an interior
in Spb2 , well removed from pb2 . Then pb2 is a point in Spb2 , close to pb2 . Then pb2 is
Delaunay edge.
not a Delaunay edge.

Figure 5: The Delaunay triangulation of the four points p, b1 , b2 , b3 - testing
if the second closest neighbor b2 to p forms a Delaunay edge pb2 .
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A comment on theorem T2 and the k’th nearest
neighbor problem

Theorem T2 gives a sufficient condition for determining if the i’th closest
neighbor to a point p is a Delaunay edge pbi - i.e. that all closer neighbors
to p are outside the circle with Spbi with pbi as its diameter. What happens
if one of the points is inside that circle, can that line pbi still be a Delaunay
edge? In figures 5a and 5b, we look at the simple case of two sets of four
points where the only difference is that we have moved b1 closer to the line
pb2 in fig5b. We see that in one of the cases, pb2 is a Delaunay edge, and in
the other case it is not. We conclude then that the test in T2 is a sufficient,
but not a necessary condition for pbi to be a Delaunay edge,
Delaunay triangulations have been used for solving the k’th closest
neighbor problem [2, 9, 11] to all or a subset of the points in P, while we
here are doing the opposite. We can now see that all points are connected
to their closest neighbor by theorem T1, but that fig5b illustrates that any
of the k closer neighbors, k > 1, are not necessarily represented by an edge
in D(P).
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Conclusions and futher work

This paper introduces new properties of Delaunay triangulations and then
a simpler way of finding many of the Delaunay edges. We have identified a
legal starting point for a parallel triangulation at any point in a dataset by
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finding one or more of its closest neighbors.
We will work futher with the multi core CPU algorithm to parallelize
all its parts - it is currently doing 1 million triangles per second. We will
also like to prove these results in 3D space, which at the moment seems a
straight forward exercise.
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